
making the porch

it started in a dream of woods
sequoia douglas fir and cedar
the giants in this western earth
blending down the coastal range

I1 lay on moss in redwood valleys
looked up through tiered branches at worlds
of birds insects three hundred feet
touched long grained shingles whole and scented
though cloven and stacked for eighty years
and up the hills were darker fir
with limbs like ladders crowding up
until I1 could glimpse the silent sea
the same cold current from oregon
where indians carved sixty foot canoes
massive lintelslinkelslintels forests of totems
from the bouyantboulantbouyant spirited cedar logs

I1 chose the wood in the dreams retreat
white close fibered fir for strength
in the supporting beams and joistsfoists
and for delight the redwood heart
soft buried for its centuries
inside the living tree the grain
true in sixteen foot lengths and graced
with patina for deck and rails
and for variety above
on the balcony seen from below
As well the knotted cedar planks
whose grain bleeds rich brown in the rain
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my daughter helped clumsy but calm
and careful as the structure grew
and rhythms grew upon our minds
evenings lengthening into june
the ritual of measure mark and cut
driving each nail with four slow strokes
we planned and changed and found our way
fitting the dream to what was there
supports bolted to brick spanned out
to posts for rails and steps one joist
on the stump between two trunks of a tall
three pronged juniper wed saved
the sap of juniper and fir
meldedmeldee on the stump welding house
to tree we molded the decking free
only an inch for the trunks to sway

the whine of power jarred against
the rhythms so I1 sawed by hand
and even speaking slowed until
we moved on silence in the dusk
increasingly obsessed with fit
spacing adjusting lengths of scrap
spare cedar from another job
so that it seemed mere time would hold
and let us make the pieces blend
with only sawdust left to feed
the earth and us to lie on wood
and make a dream again of dreams
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